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Dear Friends,
Welcome to our exciting 2012-2013 season! Florida Grand Opera is
pleased to present the magical world of opera to the diverse audience of
South Florida. We begin our season with a classic Italian production of
Giacomo Puccini’s La bohème. We continue with a supernatural singspiel,
Mozart’s The Magic Flute and Vincenzo Bellini’s famous opera La sonnambula, with music from the bel canto tradition. The main stage season is
completed with a timeless opera with Giuseppe Verdi’s La traviata. As our
RHWIEWSRÁREPI[ILEZIEHHIHERI\XVESTIVEXSSYVWGLIHYPIMRSYV
continuing efforts to be able to reach out to a newer and broader range
of people in the community; a tango opera María de Buenoa Aires by Ástor
Piazzolla. As a part of Florida Grand Opera’s Education Program and Student Dress Rehearsals, these informative and comprehensive study guides
can help students better understand the opera through context and plot.
)EGLSJXLIWIWXYH]KYMHIWEVIÁPPIH[MXLLMWXSVMGEPFEGOKVSYRHWWXSV]PMRI
structures, a synopsis of the opera as well as a general history of Florida
Grand Opera. Through this information, students can assess the plotline
of each opera as well as gain an understanding of the why the librettos
were written in their fashion.

A message from

Kevin Mynatt

Florida Grand Opera believes that education for the arts is a vital enrichQIRXXLEXQEOIWWXYHIRXW[IPPVSYRHIHERHLIPTWQEOIXLIMVPMZIWQSVI
GYPXYVEPP]JYPÁPPMRK3RFILEPJSJXLI*PSVMHE+VERH3TIVE[ILSTIXLEX
these study guides will help students delve further into the opera. We
hope you enjoy the show!
-PSSOJSV[EVHXSWIIMRK]SYEXXLI3TIVE

Kevin G. Mynatt
Managing Director
Florida Grand Opera
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Attending an

Opera

FGO dress rehearsal
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WHAT WILL YOU SEE IN AN OPERA?
Opera combines colorful sets and costumes, dynamic
staging, passionate stories, and poetic words with
beautiful music. Richard Wagner referred to it as
+IWEQOYRWX[IVO SV EµXSXEP EVX [SVO¶ =SY QMKLX
[EXGLHERGMRKW[SVHÁKLXMRKGLEVEGXIVWHVIWWMRKMR
disguises, the tenor wooing the soprano, or unfurling
schemes against another character. Operas can be
romantic, comedic, tragic, dramatic, or all of the
above. Primarily, opera is entertaining!

WHAT WILL YOU HEAR IN AN OPERA?
Operas are sung in many different languages, the most
common of which are Italian, French, German, and
English. La traviata, however, is sung in Italian. Florida Grand Opera provides supertitles (translations of
the text projected on a screen above the stage) in English and Spanish. Singers are accompanied by the
SVGLIWXVE[LMGLGERGSRWMWXSJWXVMRKMRWXVYQIRXWPMOI
violins, violas, cellos, and double basses, woodwinds
PMOI ÂYXIW GPEVMRIXW SFSIW ERH FEWWSSRW ERH FVEWW
MRWXVYQIRXWPMOIXVYQTIXWJVIRGLLSVRWXVSQFSRIW
and tubas.

OPERA ETIQUETTE:
_Attending an opera is an exciting occasion! You
should dress comfortably, but presentably. Many audience members use an opera as an opportunity to dress
in formal attire.
_Arrive early. Audience members who arrive after the
start of the performance are prevented from entering
until there is a change of scene.
_It is customary to show your appreciation at various
times in the performance with applause. The audience
will applaud at the beginning of each act as the conductor enters the orchestra pit, at the ends of particularly well-sung arias or choruses, at the close of each
WGIRI SV EGX ERH HYVMRK XLI ÁREP GYVXEMR GEPP EW XLI
performers bow.
_If you want to show your admiration even more, you
can call out “Bravo!” for a male singer, “Brava!” for a
female singer, or “Bravi!” for an ensemble. If you enjoyed the entire production, stand and clap during the
curtain call to join in a standing ovation.
_Audience members are expected to turn off all cell
phones and refrain from using cameras with or withSYXÂEWLHYVMRKXLITIVJSVQERGI
_While concessions are sold in the lobby before the
performance and during intermissions, no food or
HVMROMWEPPS[IHMRWMHISJXLIXLIEXVI
_Be respectful of the musicians and your fellow audience
QIQFIVWERHHSRSXXEPOHYVMRKXLITIVJSVQERGI
Most importantly, enjoy the opera!
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Florida

Grand Opera
Dr. Arturo di Filippi

Florida Grand Opera stands as one of the oldest performing arts organizations in Florida and
in the nation. Florida Grand Opera is one of the
resident companies of The Adrienne Arsht Center for the Performing Arts of Miami-Dade County
where it presents its Miami performances in the
Ziff Ballet Opera House. Fort Lauderdale performances are given at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts. Florida Grand Opera was formed
in June 1994 by the merger of Greater Miami Opera, founded in 1941, and The Opera Guild Inc. of
Fort Lauderdale, founded in 1945.
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The Greater Miami Opera was founded by Dr. Arturo di Filippi, a voice teacher at the University of
1MEQM8LIÁVWXTVSHYGXMSRLIPHEX1MEQM7IRMSV
High School in 1942, was a single performance of
Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci, performed in English, with
Dr. di Filippi singing the role of Canio. In 1945, Dr.
di Filippi appeared in a production of Il trovatore at
Ft. Lauderdale Central High School, representing
XLI ÁVWX TVSHYGXMSR SJ XLI8LI 3TIVE +YMPH -RG
Florida Grand Opera has a rich history of presenting internationally acclaimed artists such as Robert
1IVVMPP (SVSXL] /MVWXIR 6MGLEVH 8YGOIV 6IREXE
Tebaldi, Roberta Peters, Franco Corelli, Renata
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7GSXXS 1SRXWIVVEX 'EFEPPI .SR :MGOIVW 7LIVVMPP
Milnes, Nicolai Gedda, Birgit Nilsson, Anna Moffo,
Plácido Domingo, Beverly Sills, Joan Sutherland,
Evelyn Lear, James Morris, Thomas Stewart, Diana
Soviero, Justino Diaz, Simon Estes, Elizabeth Futral, Helen Donath, Deborah Voigt, and Fernando
de la Mora. Luciano Pavarotti made his American
debut in 1965 with the company’s production of
Lucia di Lammermoor.
In April, 2007, Florida Grand Opera presented the
critically acclaimed world premiere of David Carlson’s Anna Karenina with libretto by Colin Graham.
Anna Karenina was commissioned as a co-production by Florida Grand Opera, Michigan Opera Theatre, and Opera Theatre of Saint Louis. In May 1997,
the Company presented the world premiere of Balseros, an opera by Robert Ashley with libretto by
world renowned Cuban writer María Irene Fornés.
Balseros was commissioned as a co-production by
Florida Grand Opera, Miami-Dade Community
College and the South Florida Composers Alliance.
Another world premiere was Robert Ward’s Minutes Till Midnight in 1982. American premieres include Gioachino Rossini’s Bianca e Falliero and the
ÁREPVIZMWIHZIVWMSRSJ%PFIVXS*VERGLIXXM¸W'VMWXSforo Colombo.
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At the core of Florida Grand Opera’s mission is a
commitment to training emerging opera professionals and educating young people about opera
while embracing the diverse cultural heritage of the
South Florida community. Each year, established
education programs, including the School Dress
Rehearsal Program and the company’s education
festivals expose thousands of children and students
to opera’s many facets. Florida Grand Opera’s renowned artist training program, the Young Artist
Studio, nurtures gifted young singers and provides
XLIQ [MXL XLI WOMPPW ERH I\TIVMIRGIW RIGIWWEV]
to move beyond their training at universities and
music conservatories into successful careers in the
professional opera world.
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Opera’s
Roots and

Development
Mozart.

Where did opera come from? What prompted composers to create it? Poets, musicians, architects, artists, philosophers, mathematicians, and many other
XLMROIVWLEHFIGSQISFWIWWIH[MXLEVIGVIEXMSRSJ
XLI +VIIO GYPXYVI HYVMRK XLI -XEPMER 6IREMWWERGI
In the 1500’s, a certain group of composers from
the Camerata Fiorentina, or Florentine Academy,
FIKERXSJSGYWSRXLIVITVSHYGXMSRSJ+VIIO(VEma. The Camerata believed that several factors
were extremely important in recreating these dramas: the sung text must be understood, the music
WLSYPH VIÂIGX XLI GEHIRGIW SJ WTIIGL VEXLIV XLER
dance, and most importantly, the music should explore and enhance the emotions being expressed.
The Camerata developed Western music’s earliest
STIVEWXLIQSWX[IPPORS[RFIMRK1SRXIZIVHM¸W
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Weber

Wagner

L’Orfeo. Following L’Orfeo’s success, the art form
spread rapidly amongst composers, artists, and poets. The Baroque form consisted of sung recitatives
by soloists which would move the plot or story line,
arias in which the soloist would explore an emotion, and choruses where the rest of the characters
commented on the action. Composers began to
create duets, trios, and other ensemble numbers
with multiple soloists, allowing for more character
interaction and more dynamic plot lines. As the
Classical period began, the chorus of an opera became more integral to the story, rather than merely providing commentary. Arias began to express
multiple emotions and more complex ideas and
QEMR GLEVEGXIVW XSSO SR QSVI LYQER EXXVMFYXIW
%PPSJXLIWIHIZIPSTQIRXWEVITVIWIRXMRXLI[SVOW
of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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9RXMP XLI PEXI ¸W STIVEW ÁX MRXS ZIV] WTIGMÁG
GPEWWMÁGEXMSRWSTIVEWIVMEXLIRSFPIERHµWIVMSYW¶
genre, and opera buffa, the comic and low brow
genre. Mozart revolutionized opera as he began to
FPIRHXLIWIKIRVIWMRLMWPEXIV[SVOW-RThe Marriage of Figaro, buffo, or comic, servant characters
PMOI *MKEVS [IVI TSVXVE]IH EPSRKWMHI WIVME RSFPIQIRPMOI'SYRX%PQEZMZE*YVXLIVQSVIXLIFYJJS
characters often displayed more admirable qualities than the nobles. Mozart’s Don Giovanni is clasWMÁIHEWEHVEQQEKMSGSWSSVGSQMGHVEQE-XJIEtures lighthearted moments and comic scenes such
as Giovanni’s servant displaying the catalogue of his
master’s conquests to a jilted lover, but ends quite
dramatically with the womanizer being dragged to
Hell for his terrible debauchery.
Giuseppe Verdi composed operas during the Romantic period as harmonic language became more
varied and effective. Due to the concurrent developments in literary style, plots explored a greater
depth of emotion and action, and provided commentary on current events with more frequency.
As more regions chaffed under the oppressive rule
of foreign empires, composers sought to express
nationalistic themes with their art. Verdi endured
many struggles with government and church censors over his operas, because of their political overtones or, in Rigoletto’s case, portrayal of an abusive
and degenerate nobleman.
As opera developed even futher, national styles diZIVWMÁIHERHHIZIPSTIHXLIMVS[RGERSRW:IVHM
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Mozart, and Rossini, among others, are considered
by scholars to be members of the Italian School of
operatic composition. Italian School composers
created highly melodic music which displays the
singers to the best of their abilities. The orchestra
accompaniment is usually secondary to the vocal
line, and as such, these operas are termed “Singer’s
Opera.” Conversely, the German School of Opera,
[LMGLGV]WXEPPM^IHMXWIPJXLVSYKLXLI[SVOWSJ'EVP
Maria von Weber, Beethoven, and Wagner, emphasizes the power of the music as a whole instead of
displays by the vocalist. Weber’s opera Der Freischütz (The Marksman) MW GSRWMHIVIH XLI ÁVWX MQportant German Romantic opera, and is particularP][IPPORS[RJSVMXWYRIEVXLP];SPJ¸W+PIRWGIRI
Weber’s opera Euryanthe followed Der Freischütz
and was through-composed, blurring the distinctions between recitative and aria. This melding of
recitative and aria was enhanced and expanded by
6MGLEVH;EKRIV[LS[VSXIMRÂS[MRKERHIRHPIWW
QIPSHMIW ;EKRIV¸W STIVEW PMOI Tristan und Isolde,
Parsifal, and The Ring Cycle best exemplify the German focus on the effectiveness of the orchestra, vocalists, and poetry as a total production to create
the drama. The French School, founded by Lully
and developed by composers such as Meyerbeer,
Bizet, Gounod, and Massenet, is a balancing point
between the Italian and German ideologies. Instrumental support for the vocal line was more complex
ERH VMGL [LMPI XLI ZSGEP PMRI [EW PIWW ÂSVMH8LI
voice was always well displayed while still doing its
TEVXXSIZSOIERHTVSKVIWWXLIHVEQEXMGTPSX
St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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On Broadway!

The modern American

“Opera”

2EQIWPMOI7SYXL4EGMÁG3OPELSQE4LERXSQSJXLI
Opera, Wicked, and RENT are often more familiar
to us than the vast majority of the operatic repertory. These musical dramas are heavily integrated
into pop culture and are usually synonymous with
&VSEH[E]ERH2I[=SVO'MX],EZI]SYIZIV[SRdered what inspired the creation of this unique art
form full of drama, music, and dance? Though the
modern musical’s inspiration comes from a variety
SJWSYVGIWXLISTIVEQSVIWTIGMÁGEPP]STIVEFYJJE
lies at its heart.
Opera buffa, or ‘comic opera,’ was a response to opera seria, or ‘serious opera,’ during the 18th century.
During this time, audiences wanted a plot that they
could relate to and have fun watching.

18
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In response to this demand, composers began creEXMRK[SVOWXLEXMRGSVTSVEXIHHSQIWXMGGLEVEGXIVW
in funny situations. The music was lighthearted and
characters relatable, leaving audiences happy and
upbeat by the end of the performance. Some of the
QSWX [IPP ORS[R STIVE FYJJE EVI The Marriage of
Figaro by Mozart and The Barber of Seville by Rossini. In the late 19th century, British and American
GSQTSWIVW WSYKLX XS GVIEXI RI[ GSQIHMG [SVOW
that mixed many genres of music, dance, and drama. These composers drew musical ideas from the
opera buffa idiom, but also included dance numbers and parody elements that were typical of burlesque shows. “Musical comedies” such as Cohan’s
Little Johnny Jones (1904) and Kern’s Nobody
,SQI  X]TMÁIHXLMWKIRVI%WMRSTIVEFYJJE
ordinary, average characters were emphasized and
St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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brought to life. The plots were simple and easy to
YRHIVWXERH 9RPMOI STIVE LS[IZIV HERGMRK ERH
acting played a major role in these productions in
order to bring the variety show to life.
In 1927, Oscar Hammerstein II and Jerome Kern
delivered a musical dealing with prejudice, and
tragic, undying love: Showboat. This musical was
revolutionary for a number of reasons. Showboat
was clearly distinguishable from the “musical
GSQIH]¶ PMOI STIVE FYJJE  ERH IWXEFPMWLIH MXWIPJ
EW E ¶QYWMGEP TPE]¶ PMOI STIVE WIVME  %PP SJ XLI
elements were subservient to the play; the story was
cohesive and the integrated songs that contributed
to the action by establishing moods, unveiling
characters, or advancing the plot. Showboat dealt
[MXLLIEZ]IQSXMSRWERH[EWPMOIRSXLMRKXLEXLEH
come before it. It paved the way for musicals by
allowing them to deal with new subject matter. A
few years later, Strike Up the Band (1930) included
social commentary on war, capitalism, and North
American politics.
7MRGI XLI ¸W GSQTSWIVW LEZI XEOIR XLI QSHIVR
musical in many different directions. Because
the music from a “musical” is no longer popular
music, composers have often brought “pop” music
FEGO XS XLI WXEKI%RHVI[ 0PS]H;IFIV LEW HSRI
so numerous times in Jesus Christ Superstar (1971),
Cats (1982), and Phantom of the Opera (1986) by
MRGSVTSVEXMRK VSGO FIEXW ERH IPIGXVMG MRWXVYQIRXW
in the orchestra.
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Some composers, such as Jonathan Larson, have
even created entire musicals (Rent YWMRKVSGO
band instrumentation. There is no longera “typical”
sound for a musical, as the repertory is as diverse as
the composers who have created it. New musicals
explore all facets of the human experience, social
injustice, and worldly problems, as well as science
ÁGXMSRERHJERXEW]8LSYKLXLIVIMWHERGMRKSZIVXLI
XSTEGXMRKERHVSGOERHVSPPQYWMGMRSYVQSHIVR
musical, the themes of love, loss, and longing are
RSXYRPMOIMXWSTIVEXMGERGIWXSV
Many call the Broadway musical “American Opera.”
The musical, though primarily drawing from
operatic arts, was created through a conglomeration
SJQER]HMJJIVIRXIPIQIRXWQYGLPMOISYV%QIVMGER
culture. Opera made use of drama, music, costumes,
and art to tell timeless stories that resound deep
within our souls, as many musicals aim to do today.
Many parallels can also be drawn between subject
matter of opera buffa and the musical comedy, as
well as opera seria and the musical play. Songs are
used to create drama, move the story forward, and
hopefully teach us something about our own lives.
The orchestra is used in both art forms to support the
singers and add depth to their words. And though
the acting and dancing used to be quite different
between and an opera and a musical, current trends
on Broadway and in opera houses are showing that
they are learning from each other’s successes. And
though they are learning and growing from each
other today, we must not forget the musical’s roots.
Without opera, the modern musical would never
have come to be.
St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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© SINGING LIKE A PRO

The operatic

Voice
Professional singer
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3TIVE WMRKIVW EVI GPEWWMÁIH MR X[S HMJJIVIRX [E]W
*MVWXXLI]EVIMHIRXMÁIHEWWSTVERSQI^^SWSTVEno, tenor, etc., based upon their singing range. Secondly, they are categorized based on characteristics
of their sound. Type of voice is often referred to
with the German word Fach (plural Fächer), which
means “subject” or “speciality.” A singer’s fach deXIVQMRIW[LEXVSPIWXLI]EVIQSWXPMOIP]XSTIVJSVQ
Women’s voices are grouped (from high to low) into
soprano and mezzo-soprano ranges. Men’s voices
are grouped into tenor, baritone, and bass by range.
Common additional descriptive words include coloratura, lyric, and dramatic.
Soprano Fächer
Soubrette Soprano:
This soprano has a voice with the lightest weight
and enough agility to handle coloratura passages
(vocal runs of many fast notes). She will not typically
sing above a high C. A soubrette is also referred to
in German as a “Character Soprano.” Her roles are
frequently the maid or comic relief of the opera.

24
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Coloratura Soprano:
%GSPSVEXYVEWSTVERSMWQEVOIH[MXLKVIEXEKMPMX]ERH
a much higher range than a soubrette. Depending
on the weight of her voice, the soprano may be
additionally described as a lyric coloratura with
medium weight and depth, or a dramatic coloratura
with the fullest sound and a brassy, ringing quality.
Lyric Soprano:
0]VMGWSTVERSWEVIX]TMÁIHF]EREFMPMX]XSWMRKPIKEto (in a smooth and connected line) with a pure and
beautiful sound. Many of a lyric soprano’s roles are
the love interests of their opera, so a soprano of this
voice type must encompass the innocence and vulnerability written into their music. Lyric sopranos
QE]EPWSKVS[MRXSEGPEWWMÁGEXMSRORS[REWWTMRto, which in Italian means “pushed.” This sound
is larger than a standard lyric soprano and can cut
across a larger orchestra.
Dramatic Soprano:
A dramatic soprano has a full and rich sound with
power that can carry across the largest opera orGLIWXVEW8LIMVXSRIMWSJXIRHEVOIVXLERSXLIVWSTVERSW  (VEQEXMG WSTVERSW EVI EPWS QEVOIH [MXL
great stamina and endurance.

St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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Mezzo-Soprano Fächer
Coloratura, Lyric, and dramatic mezzo-sopranos
have similar vocal characteristics to their soprano
counterparts, but spend more of their time singing
in a lower tessitura or range of their voice. Mezzo-soprano voices are typically more mellow and
rich in their sound than soprano voices.
Contralto:
8LI GSRXVEPXS JEGL JIEXYVIW E WMKRMÁGERXP] PS[IV
VERKIERHEZIV]HEVOVMGLXSRI%GSRXVEPXSMWSRI
of the rarer female voice types due to its range.
Tenor Fächer
Comic Tenor:
The comic tenor sings roles that require acting
rather than exquisitely beautiful singing. His arias
QE]FI[VMXXIRMRETEXXIVSVWTIIGLPMOIWX]PIERH
do not feature the demands of a full lyric melody.
Lyric Tenor:
Similar to the other lyric voices, a lyric tenor must
WMRK [MXL FIEYX] ERH GSQQERH FSXL ÂI\MFMPMX]
of coloratura passages and musical phrasing of a
legato line.
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Heldentenor:
Meaning “heroic tenor” in German, a Heldentenor
features a richer and more robust sound than the
lyric tenor. In his middle range, a heldentenor may
sound very similar to a baritone in color and weight.
Baritone Fächer
Lyric baritones and dramatic bass-baritones feature
the same characteristics of lyric and dramatic voices.
A lyric baritone has a sweeter, mellower sound,
while a dramatic bass-baritone has more comfort
and strength in his lower range as well as enough
power to sing over a large orchestra.
Cavalier Baritone:
The cavalier baritone has a brassy quality to his
voice and is capable of singing both lyric and
dramatic passages. This voice is very similar to the
Verdi Baritone, discussed more in-depth in the next
section, but the Verdi Baritone usually sings a much
higher tessitura than the cavalier baritone.
Bass Fächer
&EWWIW EVI EPWS GPEWWMÁIH EW P]VMG SV HVEQEXMG EW
well as comic, based upon weight and beauty of the
ZSMGI8LMWFEWWZSMGIMWQEVOIHF]ERI\XVIQIPS[
range. The basso profundo (Italian for “Profound”
or “Low Bass”) has an enormously resonant and
full-bodied sound.

St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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La
traviata

© ST. PETERSBURG OPERA

An opera in three acts by Giuseppe Verdi (October 10, 1813- January 27, 1901)
which premiered in Venice, Italy, at the
Teatro la Fenice on March 6, 1853. The libretto is by Francesco Maria Piave (adapted after the play La Dame aux Camélias,
[VMXXIRF]%PI\ERHVI(YQEWÁPW 

Verdi’s La traviata
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Cast &

Characters
Violeta Valéry

Alfredo Germont

Giorgio Germont

Suzanne Vinnik

Paolo Fanale

Joo Won kang

soprano

tenor

baritone

A young Parisian courtesan.

A destitute poet who shares
a small apartment with three
other roommates.

Alfredo’s father, a bourgeois
landowner from Provence.
,IVITVIWIRXWXLITIVWSRMÁcation of morality.

Flora
Bervoix

Marquis
d’obigny

mezzo-soprano

bass

Baron
Douphol

:MSPIXXE¸WÂMKLX]JVMIRHERH
fellow hostess.

Dr.
Grenvil
bass
A friend of Violetta’s.

30
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baritone

Flors’s ‘protector’.

Violetta’s lover and rival of
Alfredo.

Gastone

Annina

tenor

mezzo-soprano

Alfredo’s friend.

Violetta’s maid.

St udy Guide // L a travi ata
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© DOUGLAS HAMER LYRIC OPERA OF KANSAS CITY

Synopsis

Act 1
Scenes from La traviata

1 http://www.metoperafamily.org/metopera/history/stories/synopsis.aspx?id=139, courtesy of Opera News

The courtesan Violetta Valéry has thrown a
party in her Paris salon. She greets party guests,
including Flora Bervoix, the Marquis d’Obigny,
Baron Douphol and Gastone, who introduces her
to a new admirer, Alfredo Germont. This young
man, adored Violetta from afar, and Gastone
MRJSVQW LIV XLEX [LMPI WLI [EW WMGO LI GEQI XS
her house every day. Alfredo joins the pair, and
EHQMXW XS:MSPIXXE XLEX +EWXSRI [EW WTIEOMRK XLI
truth. Baron Douphil waits nearby to escort his
PSZIV:MSPIXXXEMRXSXLIWEPSRERHMWEWOIHXSKMZI
EXSEWXFYXVIJYWIW8LITEVX]XLIRPSSOWEX%PJVIHS
EW LI NSMRW:MSPIXXE MR E HVMROMRK WSRK &VMRHMWM
“Libiamo ne’ lieti calici”).

32
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An orchestra is heard in the next room, but as
guests move there to dance, Violetta suffers a
fainting spell, sends the guests on ahead, and goes
to her parlor to recover. Alfredo comes in, and since
they are alone, confesses his love (“Un dì felice”).
%X ÁVWX:MSPIXXE TVSXIWXW XLEX PSZI QIERW RSXLMRK
to her. However, something about the young man’s
sincerity touches her, however, and she promises
to meet him the next day.
After the guests have gone, Violetta wonders if
Alfredo could actually be the man she could
love (“Ah, fors’è lui”). But she decides she wants
freedom (“Sempre libera”), and Alfredo’s voice is
heard outside as he sings of romance.
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Some months later Alfredo and Violetta are living
in a country house near Paris, where he praises
their contentment (“De’ miei bollenti spiriti”). But
when the maid, Annina, returns to their house and
is questioned by Alfredo, she reveals that Violetta
LEWWSPHLIVLSVWIWGEVVMEKIWERHNI[IPWXSOIIT
XLI LSYWI %PJVIHS WLSGOIH XS PIEVR EFSYX XLMW
leaves for the city to settle matters. Violetta then
GSQIWMRPSSOMRKJSVLMQERHÁRHWERMRZMXEXMSR
from Flora to a party that night. Violetta has no
MRXIRXMSRSJKSMRKFEGOXSLIVSPHPMJIFYXXVSYFPIMW
insinuated with the appearance of Alfredo’s father,
Giorgio Germont. Although he is impressed with
Violetta’s manners and character, he demands she
renounce his son.
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Act 2

Scene 1

The scandal of Alfredo’s affair has threatened his
daughter’s engagement (“Pura siccome un angelo”).
Violetta says she cannot because she loves him too
much, but Giorgio pleads with her and eventually
convinces her (“Dite alla giovine”). In despair, the
desolate woman sends a message of acceptance to
Flora’s party and begins a farewell note to Alfredo.
She can barely control herself as she reminds herself
of how much she deeply she loves him (“Amami,
Alfredo, amami quant’io t’amo”) before rushing out.
She then rushes off to Paris. When Alfredo returns,
a servant hands Alfredo Violetta’s farewell note, and
Giorgio returns to console his son, and reminds him
of family in Provence (“Di Provenza”). But Alfredo,
seeing Flora’s invitation, suspects Violetta has thrown
him over for another lover. Furious, he determines to
confront her at the party.
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Verdi’s La traviata
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Act 2

Scene 2
At her soirée that evening, Flora learns from the
Marquis that Violetta and Alfredo have parted. She
GPIEVWXLIÂSSVJSVLMVIHIRXIVXEMRIVWEFERHSJ
fortune-telling Gypsies and Gastone soon joins
some matadors who sing of Piquillo and his coy
sweetheart (“E Piquillo un bel gagliardo”). Violetta
has arrived with Baron Douphol, and they see
%PJVIHS QEOMRK FMXXIV GSQQIRXW EFSYX PSZI ERH
gambling. Alfredo sees them together and loudly
I\GPEMQW XLEX LI [MPP XEOI :MSPIXXE LSQI &EVSR
Douphol is annoyed with Alfredo and challenges
him to a game, to which he loses a small fortune
to him. Flora announces that supper is ready, and
IZIV]SRIKSIWMRFYX:MSPIXXEEWOW%PJVIHSXSWII
her. Fearful of the Baron’s anger and the challenge
SJ E HYIP WLI EWOW %PJVIHS XS PIEZI FYX LI
misunderstands her apprehension and demands
that she admit she loves Baron Douphol. In her
despair, Violetta admits she is in love with him.
Alfredo then calls in the others, and denounces
his former love (“Questa donna conoscete?”); he
hurls the money he had won at her feet. Violetta
JEMRXW SR XLI ÂSSV%PJVIHS¸W JEXLIV IRXIVW NYWX MR
time to see this and denounces his son’s behavior.
8LI KYIWXW VIFYOI %PJVIHS ERH &EVSR (SYTLSP
challenges him to a duel.
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Act3

Six months have passed. Dr. Grenvil tells Annina
that Violetta won’t live for much longer, and that
her tuberculosis has worsened. Alone in her room,
Violetta rereads a letter from Giorgio Germont, Alfredo’s father, saying the Baron was only wounded
MRLMWHYIP[MXL%PJVIHSERH%PJVIHSORS[WEFSYX
XLIWEGVMÁGIWLILEWQEHIJSVXLIMVJEQMP]ERHMW
on his way for her forgiveness. But Violetta senses
it is too late (“Addio del passato bei sogni ridenti”).
The sound of Mardi Gras celebrations are heard
with the cheers of outside revelers. Annina rushes into Violetta’s room to tell her that Alfredo has
arrived. The lovers are momentarily united and Alfredo tells Violetta of his plan to leave Paris forevIV[MXLLMQ:MSPIXXELS[IZIVORS[WMXMWXSSPEXI
(“Parigi, o cara, noi lasceremo “). Alfredo’s father
enters with the doctor. Violetta and Alfredo sing
one more duet, and she feels a momentary surge
of energy. She then staggers and falls dead at her
lover’s arms.
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The Composer
Giuseppe

Verdi

(1813-1901)
Giuseppe Verdi

http://archive.operainfo.org/broadcast/operaTeacher.cgi?id=5&language=1

Giuseppe Verdi was an Italian Romantic composer,
ERH SRI SJ XLI QSWX MRÂYIRXMEP GSQTSWIVW SJ
the 19th century. Although he was not born
into peasantry, his family was not rich. Verdi’s
TEVIRXW [IVI MRROIITIVW MR 6SRGSPI -XEP]:IVHM
apprenticed with the town organist and he showed
enormous aptitude to further pursue his studies in
the nearby town of Busseto. A benefactor named
Antonio Barezzi helped pay for Verdi’s education
in Milan, Italy.
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Verdi studied privately with an accompanist at La
Scala in Milan and attended the opera regularly. In
1836, Verdi married Barezzi’s daughter Margherita.
8LVII ]IEVW PEXIV LMW ÁVWX STIVE 3FIVXS [EW
staged at La Scala and was contracted by La
Scala’s impresario, Bartolomeo Merelli for three
more operas.

-R[LMPI:IVHM[EW[SVOMRKEXXLI4EVMW3TIVE
VIZSPXW FVSOI SYX EGVSWW )YVSTI:IVHM TVSQTXP]
returned to Italy upon hearing the revolution had
FVSOIR SYX MR 1MPER EX XLEX XMQI MX [EW VYPIH F]
the Austrian government). Verdi was recognized as
a leader of the Risorgimento. He became a memFIVSJXLIÁVWXREXMSREPTEVPMEQIRXMR

%PXLSYKL3FIVXS[EWELMXXVEKIH]LEHWXVYGOEX
home for Giuseppe Verdi. In April of 1840, Verdi’s
little boy fell ill and died. His young daughter died
just two days later. In June his wife Margherita fell
ill, soon passed away, as well. Verdi’s entire life was
shattered. He returned to his home in Busseto
and even considered abandoning music. Verdi was
persuaded by Merelli to compose the libretto for
the opera, Nabucco. The opera focused on the plight
SJXLI,IFVI[WSTTVIWWIHF]XLI&EF]PSRMEROMRK
Nabucco. Verdi’s audience recognized the opera as
a political statement in regards to Italy, which at the
time was struggling to throw off foreign rulers and
unify as a single country. Nabucco became a huge
success, and Verdi’s name became synonymous
with the movement to free and unify Italy.

8LSYKLLMWGEVIIV[EWF]RSQIERWÁRMWLIH:IVHM
retired to Sant’Agata, his farm-estate at the age of
 [MXL LMW WIGSRH [MJI XLI [IPPORS[R WSTVERS
Giuseppina Strepponi. Over the next several years
he wrote his famous Requiem Mass and a string
quartet. Then, much later, in 1887 at the age of 74,
Verdi surprised the opera world with yet another success, Otello &EWIH SR 7LEOIWTIEVI¸W TPE] MX
was considered by many experts to be the highest
achievement of Italian opera.

Verdi went on to compose some of the world’s
most beloved operas, including Rigoletto, Il trovatore, La traviata, Un ballo in maschera, Don Carlos
and Aïda. He also played a major role in the RisSVKMQIRXS 6IYRMÁGEXMSR , a nationalist movement to
free Italy from foreign rule and to unify the Italian
peninsula into a single nation.
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Six years later, at the age of 80, he produced anSXLIV QEWXIVTMIGI EKEMR JVSQ 7LEOIWTIEVI GEPPIH
Falstaff. In the winter of 1901, Verdi suffered a
WXVSOIMRLMWLSXIPWYMXIMR1MPER,IHMIHEXERH
at his funeral thousands of people lined up in the
streets. The singers of La Scala sang the chorus of
“Va, pensiero” (from Nabucco) in honor of the late
composer. Amazingly, the thousands present softly
joined in singing the famous chorus, all recognizing
the loss of one Giuseppe Verdi.
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Librettists

Francesco Maria

Piave

(1810-1876)
Francesco Maria Piave

http://archive.operainfo.org/broadcast/operaTeacher.cgi?id=5&language=1

Francesco Maria Piave was born in the Murano
area of Venice, Italy in 1810. He was the eldest son
of a family involved in glass manufacturing. When
the business failed, Francesco, who was originally
going into priesthood, had to leave the seminary
and fend for himself. He started to write, and got
a position as a proofreader in a publishing house.
After a few years of becoming a proofreader he
QSZIH XS 6SQI ERH [VSXI LMW ÁVWX PMFVIXXS (SR
Marzio, for a composer named Samuel Levi. The
opera was never performed. He returned to Venice
ERH WXEVXIH XS [SVO EX XLI8IEXVS PE *IRMGI :IRice’s principal opera house).
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,MWÁVWXNSFXLIVI[EWXSGSQTPIXI-PHYGEH¸%PFE
[LMGL+MSZERRM4IVY^^MRM[EWYREFPIXSÁRMWLHYI
to his illness. Giovanni Pacini was the composer
ERH XLI STIVE [EW ÁVWX KMZIR MR  [LMGL [EW
when La Fenice hired Piave as the resident “poet”
(i.e. provided librettos to composers who were
commissioned to write for the theatre).
For his La Scala operas, Bartolomeo Merelli, the
impresario, had given Verdi pre-written librettos.
With the offer from Venice he was, faced with the
HMPIQQE SJ ÁRHMRK ER ETTVSTVMEXI WYFNIGX8LMW
was always a complicated procedure with Giuseppe
Verdi, and not made any easier by government censors. Verdi received a letter from Piave, suggesting an adaptation of Victor Hugo’s play Cromwell.
:IVHM GLIGOIH MRXS XLMW YRORS[R [VMXIV ERH [EW
assured by Count Mocenigo, La Fenice’s director,
XLEX LI LEH KSSH XLIEXVMGEP GLSTW ERH ORI[ XLI
musical forms. Verdi agreed to use him. It turned
out that his “theatrical chops” were not to Verdi’s
high standards, even at this relatively early stage
of his career. But Piave proved malleable, the very
quality Verdi sought in a librettist. And so, over the
next 20 years, Piave wrote a total of 10 librettos for
Verdi, including Ernani, Rigoletto, La traviata and
La forza del destino. Upon examination of Verdi’s
letters to Piave, it contained detailed instructions
on how to structure a scene in an opera, how to
balance the dramatic needs with the musical ones
and about the need for what he would later call
parole scenica - “theatrical words” that would leap
from stage to auditorium and grab the listener.
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Above all Piave was to be brief; in an opera the
music carries far more emotional weight than does
XLI XI\X 3JXIR [LIR [SVOMRK SR E 4MEZI PMFVIXto, Verdi would summon the writer to Sant’Agata,
where he could have more access to the type of
[SVO4MEZI[EWTVSHYGMRKERHLS[MX[EWFIMRK
carried out. Despite the bullying, Piave became
close friends with the composer as well as with
Giuseppina Strepponi, who sometimes referred to
him as Il grazioso (the Graceful One) on account
of his archaically worded verses. In 1860, Piave became the resident poet at La Scala.
Seven years later, on his way to the theatre, he
WYJJIVIH E WXVSOI &SXL +MYWITTI :IVHM ERH LMW
wife, Giuseppina were devastated by the news. Giuseppina wisely forbade her husband to visit their
friend. Piave, paralyzed and unable to communicate, would be horribly distraught. Verdi immediately sent money to his friend’s wife, and then
badgered Giulio Ricordi to publish an album of
piano pieces, the proceeds of which would go to
Piave. Piave died in 1869.
-X¸W IEW] XS XLMRO SJ 4MEZI EW E SRIGSQTSWIV PMbrettist, but in fact he wrote almost 40 librettos for
a variety of composers. Scholars will recognize the
names Saverio Mercadante and Giovanni Pacini.
&YX*VERGIWGS4MEZIEPWS[VSXIJSVXLIPMOIWSJ%Rtonio Buzzolla, Carlo Boniforti, the Federico and
Luigi Ricci. Although he was remembered as the
OI]PMFVIXXMWXJSV+MYWITTI:IVHM*VERGIWGS4MEZI
will be remembered as a timeless writer, one that
LIPTIHMRWTMVISXLIV[SVOWXSFPSWWSQ
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Giuseppe Verdi’s

Middle Period
The Revolution of 1848
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During what is recognized as his middle period
(1849-1859), Giuseppe Verdi wrote eight new operas and extensively revised one of them. In the
TVSGIWWLITVSZMHIHWIZIR[SVOWXLEXEVIWXMPPMR
the operatic repertory today: Luisa Miller, Rigoletto,
Il trovatore, La traviata, I vespri siciliani, Simon Boccanegra and Un ballo in maschera. In comparison
[MXL:IVHM¸WÁVWXSTIVEW  SRP]1EGbeth may be considered a repertory piece, and,
PMOI7MQSR&SGGERIKVEMX[EWYWYEPP]TIVJSVQIH
with a later revision.
By 1849, Verdi was enormously successful and his
operas dominated Italian stages. With the death
SJ+EIXSRS(SRM^IXXMMR:IVHM[EWEGORS[Pedged as the leading Italian composer of his day.
Why did Verdi alter an approach that had achieved
WYGLVIQEVOEFPIWYGGIWW#3RIJEGXSVWIIQWXSLEZI
been both personal and artistic. Verdi became inGVIEWMRKP]HMWWEXMWÁIH[MXLXLISPHIVJEQMPMEVGSRventions of his predecessors that he adopted at
the outset of his career.
:IVHMRS[XSSOQSVIXMQIXS[SVO[MXLLMWPMFVIXXMWXW,IEPWSLEHEHHMXMSREPXMQIXSÁRHXLIXMRXE
(coloring) or individual character for the music of
each opera before setting pen to paper.A crucial
JEGXSV XLEX MRÂYIRGIH:IVHM¸W QMHHPITIVMSH WXEKI
[SVOW [EW XLI JEMPYVI SJ XLI VIZSPYXMSRW SJ 
 (IWTMXI WSQI VIQEVOEFPI IEVP] WYGGIWWIW MR
Italian cities, one by one, each of the revolutions
was crushed.
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Furthermore, a strong reaction set in and the la
censura (the police and other censors) scrutinized
all librettos before an opera could be staged in
an Italian city. This circumstance caused serious
problems for Verdi both before and after the staging of Stiffelio and Rigoletto, as well as for La traviata and I vespri siciliani after their premieres. Un
ballo in maschera’s depictions of its assassination
of a ruler also created a large amount of scrutiny
from the censors.
More than anything else, the failure of the revolutions of 1848-1849 led Verdi to abandon what the
important early commentator Abramo Basevi called
XLIGSQTSWIV¸WÁVWXSVµKVERHMSWI¶QERRIVXLIVMWorgimentale style of composition that caused the
witty Rossini to characterize Verdi as the “composer with the helmet.” The plots of almost every opera
Verdi wrote, from Nabucco to Battaglia, had a subXI\XSJWYTTVIWWMSR-XEPMEREYHMIRGIW[IVIUYMGOXS
identify with the oppressed people in the operas.
Since subjects even remotely suggesting the Risorgimento moment or liberty were sure to be rejected by the censors, what types of themes did
Verdi turn to? For the most part, the plots of his
middle-period operas focused on stories of indiZMHYEPW ERH XLIMV GSRÂMGXW ERH XLI] IQTLEWM^IH
personal motives such as love, jealousy, greed and
VIZIRKI -R XLIWI [SVOW XLI WSGMEP MWWYIW [IVI RS
longer clear-cut: both hero and villain could have
FIIR TPIFIMERW -R SXLIV [SVOW SJ XLI TIVMSH WSGMEPP]MRHYGIHGSRÂMGXWFIGEQIPIWWMQTSVXERXXLER
those of the individuals.
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:IVHM¸W IEVP] LIVSMRIW RIMXLIV TVSZSOIH TISTPI
nor displayed tender love. As Julian Budden had
suggested with regard to the early duets, “the
WXERHEVHPSZIHYIXIZSOIHPIWWSJEVIWTSRWIJVSQ
Verdi than from his contemporaries...It is not
until the masterpieces of the middle years that
Verdi realizes all the simple poetry of romantic
love.” One of the most effective means by which
19th century composers related different sections
of their operas was through recurring music. Verdi
HMH MX MRJVIUYIRXP] MR LMW IEVP] [SVOW ERH [LIR
the recurring themes did return they were so little
altered, they sounded mechanical and made little
emotional impact. However, by 1850, he had gained
mastery of the technique.

was to avoid politics and minimize religious
MQTPMGEXMSRW [LMPI JSGYWMRK SR XLI GSRÂMGXW ERH
emotions of the individual characters. There are
fewer choruses or other numbers in which the
chorus participates in a supporting role. Verdi
[EWORS[REWXLIµ*EXLIVSJXLI'LSVYWIW¶MRXLI
QMH W -R LMW ÁVWX  STIVEW GLSVYWIW EVI
heard on the average in more than nine individual
numbers per opera. By way of contrast, in the nine
operas completed between 1849 and 1859, there
are some 40% fewer numbers with choruses. Verdi
had become impatient with what he felt to be old,
conventional approaches, and he was especially
impatient of openings, choral or otherwise, that
delayed the onset of the drama.

One of the most evocative uses of the recurring
themes in Verdi’s middle period relate to romance.
The music in which Alfredo declares his love for
Violetta in the Introduzione of La traviata (to the text
“Di quell’amor) is heard later in Act I and then again
MR %GX ---:IVHM¸W ÂI\MFMPMX] MR XVIEXMRK VIGYVVMRK
themes is demonstrated at the climactic moment in
Act II when Violetta sings her unforgettable “Amami
%PJVIHS¶8LIOI] *QENSV ERHXLIPSRKWYWXEMRIH
stepwise descent from the tonic recall the initial
statements of “Di/A quell’amor” in Act I. But here
the meter is duple rather than triple and the melody
creates its own phrase logic and climax. This is the
theme Verdi introduced in the celebrated Prelude
to Act I. One of the more noteworthy results of
Verdi’s new dramatic orientation at mid-century

A crucial component of Verdi’s style, the cabalettas
of the 1850s frequently show more imagination than
IEVPMIV ERH XLI] EVI FIXXIV NYWXMÁIH HVEQEXMGEPP]
A case in point is “Sempre libera” from Violetta’s
EVMEÁREPIXS%GX-SJLa traviata,IVILIVGSRÂMGX
between accepting a new, serious romance or
continuing with her frivolous, if independent, life is
brilliantly portrayed in the opposition of the tender
cantabile (slow or moderate lyrical section) “Ah fors’e
lui” and the almost hysterical gaiety of the cabaletta
“Sempre libera.” Furthermore, the conventional
repeat of the main section of the cabaletta is well
NYWXMÁIH HVEQEXMGEPP] F] XLI YRI\TIGXIH WSYRH SJ
Alfredo singing a fragment of his love music (“Di
quell’amor”) beneath her window. Violetta pauses
momentarily, and is then forced to reassert her
independence and at least momentarily defend her
old life-style.
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Despite some wonderful exceptions, during
the years from 1849 to 1859 Verdi generally
employed the traditional structures of his earlier
STIVEW &YX LI HMH WS [MXL JEV KVIEXIV WOMPP ERH
imagination than before. The composer, Luciano
Berio, attributes the great success of the Rigoletto,
trovatore and traviata trilogy to a “melodramatic
conception that was basically simple...musical
gestures that tended to simplify the psychology of
XLIGLEVEGXIVWERHXLIH]REQMGWSJXLIMVGSRÂMGXW¶

Verdi’s Middle Period Operas (1849-1859)

They were, therefore, less vulnerable than more
complex and sophisticated operas. For a century
and a half opera-goers throughout the world have
been repeatedly enthralled by Verdi’s operas of the
1850s. He made his characters transcend temporal
and geographical limits. He made them universal.

Simon Boccanegra
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Luisa Miller
Stiffelio
Rigoletto
Il trovatore
La traviata
Les vêpres siciliennes (I vespri siciliani)

Aroldo (a major revision of Stiffelio)
Un ballo in maschera
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The Verdi Baritone
Giorgio

Germon

Leonard Warren in Rigoletto

“The most coveted low voice male instrument is
the Verdi baritone.” –Richard Miller
Throughout the bel canto period, the generic term
FEWWSYWYEPP]WYJÁGIHXSHIWMKREXIIMXLIVFEVMXSRI
or bass. The baritone’s vocal range generally
rests comfortably in the middle of his voice, with
the visceral top register reserved for brilliant
MRXIVTSPEXMSRWMRXLIÁREPQSQIRXWSJWIXTMIGIW
Baritones are habitually voiced by older men,
weighted with an implacable authority drawn
from family tradition, political power, social status
or religious prerogative.
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Usually providing the obligatory opposition to the
love of the sopranos and tenors, baritone characXIVWEVIPEVKIP]GSRÁRIHXSWYTTSVXMRKVSPIWLIPTing to illuminate the protagonists without achieving any real psychological complexity themselves.
There is little evident of subtextual development,
PMXXPIEGORS[PIHKQIRXSJERMRRIVWIPJFIRIEXLXLI
TYFPMGQEWO8LI]EVIHIÁRIHF]XLIRIGIWWMXMIWSJ
the opera plot, rather than emerging as dynamic
individuals in their own right.
However, with Giuseppe Verdi, the baritone gains a
dramatic ascendance, something that has not been
seen since the operas of Mozart. One of his greatest contributions to operatic characterization was
his transformation of the baritone. Verdi used the
unique potential of the baritone voice to create a
gallery of subtly nuanced characters that are among
the most complex and challenging in the operatic
repertory. He raised the baritone’s vocal tessitura,
clearly differentiating it from the bass and incorpoVEXMRKXLIXSTÁJXLSJXLIZSMGIEWTEVXSJXLIFEVMtone’s normal range. The Verdi baritone must possess a voice powerful enough to rise over the most
declamatory orchestration, but he must also exhibit
H]REQMGÂI\MFMPMX]ERHEWTIGXVYQSJZSGEPGSPSVW
capable of capturing the varied shadings of the
human mind and heart. In the development of his
baritone roles, Verdi tellingly explores the psychoPSKMGEPXIRWMSRWEQFMKYSYWVIWTSRWIWERHGSRÂMGXMRK QSXMZEXMSRW XLEX HIÁRI IEGL GLEVEGXIV¸W MRRIV
self. He reveals human beings beneath their public
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QEWOWMREPPXLIMVKPSV]ERHMKRSQMR]XVMYQTLERH
torment, hope and delusion. The Verdi baritone becomes the voice of humanity itself.
With Giorgio Germont, Giuseppe Verdi and Francesco Piave developed a tautly dramatic characterization that illuminates one human being’s personal
growth, struggle for self- realization and psychological metamorphosis. The simple embodiment of the
bourgeois’ self- righteousness is transformed into a
hauntingly perceptive image of the modern individual’s search for personal identity in the face of the
suffocating society in which he is trapped.
The characterization of Germont goes beyond the
melodramatic stereotype. Germont is a pawn in a
game of his society. His confrontation with Violetta
is not the result of his own inner imperative, but of
an external coercion. Germont himself is a hapless
TIVJSVQIVXV]MRKXSJYPÁPPXLIVSPISJEJEXLIVHMGtated by the society of Provence, and trying to preserve his daughter’s honor by bowing to the wishIWSJLIVÁERGq¸WJEQMP]=IXHYVMRKLMW[VIRGLMRK
WGIRI[MXL:MSPIXXE+IVQSRXMRGVIEWMRKP]ÁRHWLMW
WSGMEPQEWOMRWYTTSVXEFPI,IFIKMRWXSVIIZEPYEXI
his way of life, and this process inevitably moves
him not only toward a new understanding of conduct and personal relationships but also toward an
abandonment of many bourgeois values by which
he has lived.
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From Failure to
Enduring

Success

La traviata
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Giuseppe Verdi wrote in a letter to Cesare de
Sanctis:“For Venice I am setting La Dame aux
camélias, which I shall probably call La traviata.
It is a contemporary subject. Another might have
avoided it on account of the costumes, the period
and a thousand other foolish scruples, but I am
delighted with the idea. Every one groaned when I
TVSTSWIHTYXXMRKELYRGLFEGOSRXLIWXEKI;IPP
I enjoyed writing Rigoletto.”
It is important to remember that La traviata was
designed as a picture of contemporary life. For a
prima donna to appear on the stage in the same
style of dress that she might wear outside the theatre was quite unheard of. In consequence the opIVE[EWÁVWXTVSHYGIHMRXLIWIXXMRKWERHGSWXYQIW
around the year 1700. Then there was the character
Violetta herself. No longer is the heroine’s frailty a
GVYIPJEXI,IVVSPIEWEGSYVXIWERWLSGOIHQER]
In addition, by way of adding absurdity to scandal,
she dies of consumption in the last act.

8LITYFPMG¸WÁVWXVIEGXMSRXSLa traviata (was produced at the Fenice Theatre, Venice, in March
1853) seemed to show that even Verdi could not
afford to go so far. He announced the initial failure
concisely to Emmanuele Muzio: “La traviata, last
RMKLX[EWEÁEWGS-WXLIJEYPXQMRISJXLIWMRKIVW#
Time will show.” Verdi also wrote to the conductor Angelo Mariani: “I am not upset. Either I am
wrong or they are. For my part I do not believe the
last word on Traviata[EWWTSOIRPEWXRMKLX¶%RH
to Giulio Ricordi: “I am sorry to give you bad news,
but I cannot hide the truth. La traviata has been a
failure. Let us not inquire into the causes. That is
the fact. Good-bye, good-bye.”
8MQILS[IZIVTVSZIHXLEXXLIGSRÁHIRGI[IQE]
read between the lines of Verdi’s brief announceQIRXW[EWJYPP]NYWXMÁIHLa traviata remains, both
with musicians and with the general public, one of
the most popular of all operas.

It is necessary to recount these outworn objections because, unless their existence is realized, we
cannot appreciate to the full the extent of Verdi’s
GSYVEKIMRGSQTSWMRKXLMW[SVO,I[EWÂSYXMRK
all the conventions, and only a man of genius can
afford to do that.
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9 Excerpt from Budden, Julian. 1992. The operas of Verdi. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Giuseppe Verdi &
The

Risorgimento

Viva Verdi
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Great men sometimes can put a personal stamp on
an event or episode; they can help to shape it. After
the fall of France in World War II, Winston ChurGLMPP I\TVIWWIH &VMXEMR¸W PSRIP] HIÁERGI SJ 2E^M
Germany that its spirit not only rang round the
world but it also helped forge the ultimate victory.
Artists, however, can articulate not just an event
or moment in time but an entire era, a type civilization with all its social customs and attitudes.
Who can watch Molière’s plays without feeling the
currents that disturbed life in mid 17th century
France? Or hear Johann Bach’s cantatas without
sensing the spirit of early 18th century Lutheran
Germany? But such stamping, of course, is reciprocal: the man affects the era; the era, the man.
With Giuseppe Verdi the era was the Risorgimento, a period in Italian political and social history
that roughly spans throughout the 19th century.
Italy, which was at the time only a “geographical
expression,” and the Po valley, peninsula and islands were divided into more than 10 political
units, mostly dominated by foreign powers.
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At the end of Risorgimento, these states united
in a Kingdom of Italy-moderately powerful, truly
independent and its capital at Rome. The people
[IVIEPWSFIKMRRMRKXSJIIPPMOIEREXMSR-RTPEGI
of French, German or Latin, Italian increasingly
[EW WTSOIR ERH MR TPEGI SJ HMWXMRGX 2IETSPMXER
Venetian, or Roman cultures, one more generally
called Italian was emerging.
Excited Italians in all cities suddenly realized
that Verdi’s name was an acronym of “Vittorio
Emanuele Re D’Italia” (Vittorio Emanuele, King of
Italy), and “Viva Verdi!” was scratched on walls and
shouted in the streets. Wherever his operas were
performed, the audiences called endlessly for the
composer, particularly if Austrians were present.
And wherever Verdi himself was discovered,
GVS[HW SJXIR KEXLIVIH WTSRXERISYWP] ERH FVSOI
into cheers.
Verdi was the greatest artist of this movement.
8LVSYKLSYX LMW [SVO XLI 6MWSVKMQIRXS¸W ZEPYIW
and issues constantly recurred and he expressed
them with great power. In a country divided by
local dialects, customs and governments his music
provided a bond for all sorts of men and women.
Verdi became for many a symbol of what was best
in the Risorgimento period.
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Excerpt from Budden, Julian. 1992. The operas of Verdi. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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From novel to inspired
Giuseppe Verdi’s

La Dame aux
camélias
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La Dame aux camélias.
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Rigoletto and Il trovatore were both modern plays,
written and premiered within 20 years before
XLI] FSXL FIGEQI STIVEW &SXL LEH MHIRXMÁEFPI
LMWXSVMGEP FEGOKVSYRHW XL GIRXYV] *VERGI ERH
15th century Spain, respectively). La traviata,
however, was far more contemporary. It was
WGEVGIP]JSYV]IEVWSPHSRTETIVERH[LIRMXÁVWX
VIEGLIHXLIWXEKINYWXQSRXLWFIJSVIMXWSJÁGMEP
premiere towards the opera on March 6, 1853.

However, there are no such passages in the play
derived from the novel. Reading it more than a
century and a half after its delayed premier in
 SRI QE] [SRHIV [L] XLI GIRWSVW OITX MX
from the stage for two and a half years. Courtesans
had been represented earlier in the French theatre, but the realistic and sympathetic presentation of a courtesan in a contemporary setting was
another matter entirely.

0E XVEZMEXE [EW MRWTMVIH F] E VIQEVOEFPI RSZIP
turned-play called La Dame aux camellias; the
novel was originally written by Alexandre Dumas.
When Giuseppe Verdi saw the play, he decided to
put the story to music. In many ways La Dame aux
caméllias is an effective example of romantic love
was presented in realistic manner. With Dumas’
decision to introduce death early on in the plot
and to emphasize the gloom that hangs over all
XLI IZIRXW LI WIXW XLI XSRI SJ XLI FSSO JVSQ XLI
beginning, so that the cloud of failure and futility
hangs over even the otherwise idyllic days.

1EVMI (YTPIWWMW ERH LIV ÂIWL ERH FPSSH PSZIVW
were the news of yesterday’s gossip columns – and
QSVI WLSGOMRK FIGEYWI SJ MX8LI STIVE XLEX:IVdi made from the play displayed a strong hold on
cultural aspects of society, and he was able to present it in a masterpiece of musical drama.

The author’s stylistic decorum describes the
passionate love affair and he manages to suggest a
decidedly human desire which played a major role
in their relationship.
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Excerpt from Edwards, Geoffrey, and Ryan Edwards. 2001. Verdi and Puccini heroines: dramatic characterization in great soprano roles. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press.

Giuseppe Verdi’s
complex heroine

Violetta Valéry
Maria Callas as Violetta Valery
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Violetta is the only heroine of Giuseppe Verdi
who does not die a violent death. She succumbs
to tuberculosis in the company of her lover and
E JEXLIV ÁKYVI:MSPIXXE¸W GLEVEGXIV WLS[W E PEVKI
introspection into Giuseppe Verdi’s life. There may
have been an autobiographical shadow of Verdi’s
ÁVWX[MJIMRXLILIVSMRISJLa traviata. In the last
act of the opera, a distant memory of her death is
presented as Antonio Barezzi described it in his
diary: “Through a terrible disease there died in my
arms at Milan...my beloved daughter Margherita
MRXLIÂS[IVSJLIV]IEVWERHEXXLIGYPQMREXMSR
of her good fortune, because married to the
excellent youth Giuseppe Verdi.”Giuseppe’s life is
mirrored again in Act II, when Violetta sells her
jewels, as a parallel to Verdi’s early married life.
Verdi was once ill and unable to pay his rent.
Forty years later, he recalled: “My wife, who saw
Q]EKMXEXMSRXSSOLIVJI[NI[IPWERH-ORS[RSX
how or by what means, got the sum together and
brought it to me. I was deeply moved by this proof
of her devotion and swore to myself to return
everything to her.” We can never be certain to
what degree Violetta was a fusion – conscious or
unconscious – of the two loves of Verdi’s life. But it
is hard to resist the feeling that these women were
YPXMQEXIP]VIWTSRWMFPIJSVQEOMRKLa traviata.

became Verdi’s second wife) lived together before
marriage – for almost half a century – in a similar
way of the tantalizing dream in the last-act duet,
“Parigi, o cara, noi lasceremo.” In this disparity
between real life and art lies the dramatic power
and tragedy of Violetta’s character. Verdi realized
in his own life that the individual must stubbornly
MRWMWXYTSRWIPJJYPÁPPQIRXSRLMWS[RXIVQW&YX
in Violetta’s life, the heroic act is not one of rising
above and rejecting society’s demands. Rather, it
is the antithesis; the act of bowing to what she
accepts as just punishment for her sinful past.
Violetta’s acceptance of her fate on society’s terms
rather than her own comes in the interview with
Alfredo’s father in Act II. When he asserts that her
domestic life with Alfredo can never receive heaven’s
blessing, she immediately agrees (“È vero! È vero!
¶  ,I XLIR TVIWWIW LMW EXXEGO [MXL E HIZEWXEXMRKP]
effective appeal to her instinctive generosity and
her sense of guilt for her past life. For Violetta,
the pure young sister of Alfredo clearly deserves
LETTMRIWW QSVI XLER LIV8LI JEXLIV EWOW:MSPIXXE
XS WEGVMÁGI LIV LETTMRIWW EW ER EGX SJ VITIRXERGI
and become a “consoling angel” to his family.

Verdi lived a very unconventional life, and went
against the social norms of his society. He and
Giuseppina Strepponi (famous soprano singer who
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He shrewdly assumes an ecclesiastical posture, and
IZIR EWWIVXW XLEX +SH MW WTIEOMRK XLVSYKL LMQ
Thus, he is able to put Violetta in the position of a
WMRRIVEGORS[PIHKMRKXLEXWLIQYWXFITYRMWLIH
The renunciation of Alfredo becomes an act of
I\TMEXMSR ERH SR XLMW FEWMW:MSPIXXE ZIV] UYMGOP]
EKVIIW XS XLI GLEPPIRKI 7LI EWOW [LEX WLI QYWX
HSERH+MSVKMS+IVQSRX¸WÁVWXWYKKIWXMSRMWXSXIPP
Alfredo the lie that she does not love him.
Violetta fully accepts Germont’s scenario in her
ÁREP LSYVW;I QIIX LIV RIEV HIEXL FYX [MXL XLI
µXVERUYMPWSYP¶SJEVITIRXERXWMRRIV-RXLIÁREPI
“Prendi, quest’è l’immagine,” she expresses the
LSTIXLEX%PJVIHS[MPPÁRHE[MJI[LSMWTYVIERH
ZMVKMREP ³ E [SQER QYGL PMOI LMW S[R WMWXIV%RH
she hopes that the couple will remember the person
[LSF]LIVEGXSJI\TMEXMSRÁREPP]KEMRIHETPEGI
in heaven. Violetta envisions herself as “a woman
EQSRK XLI ERKIPW¶ %X XLI PEWX WLI XEOIW XLI VSPI
Germont offered her, the role of a consoling angel.
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The fact that Violetta bows to the pressures of
society as Verdi never did is perhaps the source of
the role’s tremendous pathos. Verdi invested his
full art in this noble and generous woman who
is destroyed by a society at once demanding and
indifferent. And he succeeded in conveying the
sense that such suffering would not occur if society
acted more humanely than it did. The test of his
WYGGIWWMWXLEXXLIEYHMIRGIMWÁVQP]SRXLILIVSMRI¸W
side as the story unfolds. We empathize with
Violetta as she comes to learn that the achievement
of happiness and wholeness is not a simple matter
of self-determination, and that society must be
WEXMWÁIHEW[IPP;LIRWLIMWRIEVHIEXLXLIJEXLIV
– experiencing true remorse perhaps – can allow his
son to return for a few moments. But for Violetta, it
is too late.
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Excerpt from Richardson, Joanna. 2000. Courtesans: The Demi-Monde of Nineteenth Century France. Phoenix, NY: Phoenix Press.

What is a
courtesan?

Portrait of a Courtesa, Caravaggio 1597
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A courtesan was a woman who conducted services
a prostitute would provide, but was on the top of
the hierarchy. Courtesans had elegant, wealthy
lives and chose their lovers. She may have been a
respectable woman, cast by some unhappy affair
into the demi-monde (half-world); she may be a
woman of humble birth, whose only hope seemed
to be her physical attraction. She may be an actress
who willingly abandoned her inadequate hopes in
the theatre.
But whatever her origins and purpose, whatever
her other accomplishments may be, the courtesan’s
profession is to sell her favors well, to practice her
TEVXMGYPEV EVXW [MXL WOMPP 1SWX SJ XLI GSYVXIWERW
enjoyed their own hôtel, château, with impeccable
horses and carriages. They owned expensive
GPSXLIW ERH NI[IPW ERH [MXL XLIMV PSSOW [IVI EFPI
XS MRÂYIRGI XLI [IEPXLMIWX QIR SJ XLI HE]8LI]
QEHI XLIMV QEVO MR XLI Bois de Boulogne, in their
boxes at the theatre, at Longchamp, Vichy, Baden,
WSQIXMQIW JYVXLIV EÁIPH8LI] GSRWXMXYXIH E GPEWW
apart, an extraordinary sorority.

The House of Bourbon was restored under the aegis
of the Allied Powers. France was free to practice the
arts and enjoy the pleasures of peace. The French
Revolution had occurred 26 years ago, and now a
social revolution was changing Europe. The middle
classes now were not merely the stable element of
XLITSTYPEXMSR*SVXLIÁVWXXMQIMR*VIRGLLMWXSV]
they were enjoying power and their wealth.
Money was not just the privilege of the upper
classes anymore; it could be earned by anyone
[MXL ÁRERGMEP WIRWI ERH HIXIVQMREXMSR 4SPMXMGEP
upheaval had produced its speculators and the
Industrial Revolution opened up many doors.
A social revolution meant that a new stratum of
society was being considered. A few courtesans
have earned immortality in different art forms.
Marie Duplessis earned it with her tragic death, and
became the inspiration of La Dame aux Camélias, as
well as the character Violetta in La traviata.
'SYVXIWERW LIPTIH XS HIÁRI XLI HIQMQSRHI SR
XLIWSGMEPQETERHVIÂIGXIHMXXLMW[EWTSVXVE]IH
MRFSSOWWSRKWERHWXEKITIVJSVQERGIW

The 19th century gave the courtesan opportunities
of a golden age. In 1815, the fall of Napoleon ended
ER IVE SJ [EVJEVI [LMGL LEH WXVIXGLIH FEGO SZIV
KIRIVEXMSRW*SVXLIÁVWXXMQIJSVHIGEHIW*VIRGL
youth were not summoned to expend its chief
IRIVKMIWSRXLIFEXXPIÁIPHERHEXWIE
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http://archive.operainfo.org/broadcast/operaTeacher.cgi?id=5&language=1
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The dance & Party
Music of

La traviata

Sydney Opera, La traviata
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In Act I, we are immediately thrust into the
WYTIVÁGMEP [SVPH SJ :MSPIXXE ERH LIV EWWSGMEXIW
the occasion described includes loud, brash
QYWMG WTIGMÁGEPP] MR XLI WLSVX WXERGI µEPPIKVS
brillantissimo e molto vivace.” A party is in progress
in Violetta’s home. In Alexandre Dumas play, La
Dame aux camelliasXLIGSVVIWTSRHMRKWGIRIXEOIW
place, but what is lost here in terms of intimacy is
made up in the music. Violetta’s guests are milling
about while she engages in conversation with Dr.
Grenvil and a few of her friends. A large group
of people enter, including Flora, the Marquis and
Baron Douphol.
After some rapid pace dialogue, it is time for one
of the most famous moments in all of opera. The
Brindisi introduces a melody almost as familiar to
XLSWI [LS LEZI RS SXLIV ORS[PIHKI SJ STIVE EW
“La donna è mobile” from Rigoletto. It has made its
[E]MRXSWSGMIX]F][E]SJÁPQWERHMRXSRYQIVSYW
television commercials, as well. The melody has an
IRKEKMRKYT[EVHXLVYWXXLEXQEOIWMXFSXLIEWMP]
memorable and entirely appropriate for the setting
among Violetta and her fun-loving friends. It is the
OMRH SJ XYRI XLEX XLI KYIWXW [SYPH TMGO YT VMKLX
away and immediately be able to sing themselves –
which is exactly what they do.
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Alfredo sings “Libiamo, ne’lieti calici” (“Let’s
HVMROJVSQXLIWILETT]KSFPIXW¶ ERHTVEMWIWFSXL
the wine and the joys of love. The guests echo his
sentiment. Violetta, in her own stanza, praises not
love, which disappears too soon, but pleasure and
the will to enjoy life to its fullest. She tells Alfredo
XLEXWLIORS[WRSXLMRKSJPSZI
0EXIVMR%GX--7GIRI[IEVIXEOIRMRXS*PSVE¸W
house and the evening’s entertainment is about
XS FIKMR -R XLI ÁVWX QSZIQIRX [SQIR HVIWWIH
as Gypsies entertain the other guests by telling
fortunes.Then, Gastone and some other men appear
as Spanish toreadors, and they inform the group
that they have a story to tell about their expertise in
the game of love.
It seems that the brave young matador, Pisquillo
loves a beautiful senorita, and demands that he
QYWXOMPPÁZIFYPPWXS[MRLIVLERH,IGSRUYIVW
both the bulls and the maiden, but these Parisian
QIR[SYPHVEXLIVVIQSZIXLIMVQEWOWERHIRNS]XLI
KIRXPIVTPIEWYVIWMRGPYHMRKXLIPYGOSJXLIKEQMRK
table that has been provided for them. The gypsies
and the matadors have served as the introduction
XS XLI GIRXVEP ÁREPI SJ XLI STIVE8LI EGXMSR XLEX
follows plays out against an orchestral parlante and
GSRWXMXYXIWERHI\XIRHIHXIQTSH¸EXXEGGSXLIÁVWX
QSZIQIRXSJXLIÁREPI
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La traviata was
composed in 1853
What else happened in

that year?

The Revolution of 1848.
History_Politics

C*VEROPMR4MIVGIMREYKYVEXIHEWXL4VIWMHIRXSJ
the United States
_Napoleon III marries Eugénie de Montijo (18261920)
C8YVOWVINIGX6YWWMERYPXMQEXYQ'^EV2MGLSPEW
I orders occupation of Danubian principalities
and they are invaded. Austria endeavors to solve
GSRÂMGXERH8YVOI]HIGPEVIW[EVSR6YWWME8LI
Crimean War begins (1856) and the Russians
HIWXVS]8YVOMWLÂIIXSJJ7MRSTI
_Peace between Britain and Burma in
Constantinople
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Literature_Theater _Matthew Arnold: “The Scholar-Gipsy”
_Charlotte Brontë: “Villette”
_Nathaniel Hawthorne: “Tanglewood Tales”
C0YH[MK8MIGO+IVQERTSIXHMIW FSVR
_C. M. Yonge: “The Heir of Redclyffe”

Religion_Philosoph_ _Johann Herzog: “Encyclopedia of Protestant
Learning Theology” (1868)
_Theodor Mommsen: “History of Rome” (1856)
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Visual Arts _Vincent Van Gogh, Dutch painter, born
_Carl Larsson, Swedish painter, born
_Georges Haussmann begins reconstruction of
Paris – Boulevards, Bois de Boulogne

Science_Technology_ _Samuel Colt revolutionizes the manufacture of
Growth small arms
_Melbourne University founded
_Alexander Wood uses hypodermic syringe for
subcutaneous injections

Music _Henry Steinway (Heinrich E. Steinweg, 1797-

Daily Life _First International Statistical Congress held in
Brussels
_First railroad through the Alps ( from Vienna to
Trieste)
_Queen Victoria allows chloroform to be administered to her during the birth of her seventh child,
thus ensuring its place as an anesthetic in Britain
_Telegraph system established in India
_Vaccination against smallpox is made compulsory in Britain
_Wellingtonia gigantean, the largest tree in the
world, discovered in California

 ERHLMWXLVIIWSRWFIKMRXLI2I[=SVOÁVQ
of piano manufacturers
_Giuseppe Verdi: “Il trovatore,” Rome, and “La traviata,” Venice
_Wilhelm Wagner completes the text of his tetralogy “Der Ring des Nibelungen” (1847)
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